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Addingham 4Becks Project: Background 

There are four main becks in the parish of Addingham.  

• Town Beck • Wine Beck 

• Back Beck • Lumb Ghyll Beck  
 

 

Town Beck (that starts as Marchup Ghyll) is joined by Back Beck in the centre of the village and flows 

into the Wharfe at Low Mill.  Town Beck is heavily modified as it passes through the village by the 

presence of multiple weirs, culverts and drains carrying surface runoff. In contrast Wine beck and 

Lumb Ghyll Beck flow almost entirely through farmland before joining the Wharfe. These Becks form 

a sub-catchment of the Wharfe from Barben Beck/River Dibb to Hundwith Beck waterbody within the 

Wharfe catchment. 

The Addingham 4Becks project is focussed around these Becks, as a sub-catchment of the Wharfe. It 

was set up in the summer of 2017 by Addingham Civic Society’s Environment Group and the Dales to 

Vale Rivers Network, hosted by the Yorkshire Dales Rivers Trust (YDRT).  It is a partnership project 

facilitated by the YDRT and made up of representatives from Bradford Council, the Environment 

Agency, Yorkshire Water, the Wild Trout Trust, the Addingham Anglers Association, Addingham Parish 

Council and the Addingham Environment Group. 

The Project group has worked together to draw up Objectives for the project and tasks relating to 

these objectives.  The overall objectives are: 

Overall Aim 

To recognise the place that the four becks (Town Beck, Back Beck, Lumb Gill Beck and Wine Beck) have 

in Addingham and the wider countryside and to make them a focal point of the village and surrounding 

countryside with residents understanding their value in terms of habitat, biodiversity, water quality 

and their role in reducing flood risk. 
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Objectives 

Community engagement 
To find out how Addingham residents see the becks and how 

they would like to see them in the future.   

To craft them into village life with the local community 

making decisions on, and being involved in, positive changes 

to their management. 

To increase the enjoyment of the becks with more people 

having contact with them and enjoying the contact with 

nature.  

 

Habitat improvement 
To make the becks more natural with more fish, birds and 

mammals using them and more places for wildlife to live and 

thrive. 

To reduce the presence of invasive non- native species such 

as Himalayan Balsam and Japanese Knotweed. 

 

Reducing Excess Water 
Understanding the impact of recent floods on Addingham by 

asking who got flooded and where, how high it was and how 

long it lasted and collating the answers into a record. 

Using the records gathered to see what can be done to 

reduce the amount of excess water in the village, considering 

natural flood measures (NFM) upstream and Sustainable 

Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS) in the village to slow the 

flow of water and reduce the amount of damage. 

 

Water Quality 
Finding out what the quality of the water is in the becks with 

volunteers involved in water sampling and looking at the 

impact of village life on the becks.   

Making the results available to all so that more people 

understand their impact on the becks and what they can do 

to improve them 
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Beck Stewards 

Role  

As a beck steward you will be part of a group of proactive volunteers, helping to gather information 

and raise awareness about habitat, biodiversity, flood risk and pollution in the four becks. There are 

several types of activities which you can choose to be involved with, which will all help to contribute 

to the Addingham 4 Becks project.  

Activities  

• Walkover surveys (Structures, Beckside Plants, Birds and Fish)  

• Litter Picking  

• Balsam Bashing  

• Tree Planting  

• Leaflet drops  

Volunteering frequency will vary throughout the year, there will be something to be involved with at 

least once a month. See activity calendar on the next page.   

What this group is for the beck stewards 

• Being out and around the becks and enjoying the 

flora and fauna  

• A practical group, with social benefits 

• Getting to know the beck better  

• Helping to improve the becks for wildlife and 

residents  

• Celebrating and cherishing the becks 

• Working as part of a team   

• Local eyes and ears to flag up issues 

• Becoming more knowledgeable about wildlife 

and water  

Meetings  

Formal meetings will be held quarterly (March, June, September and December) and monthly updates 

via email.  

Training  

Every year there will be training opportunities to help refresh 

your knowledge with identification and carrying out surveys. 

New beck stewards will have an opportunity to shadow 

experienced beck stewards.   
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Activity Calendar  

 

* There will be annual variation in growth of Himalayan balsam, so it maybe appropriate to be still pulling in August. If seed heads are fully developed and seeds are ready to 

be dispersed please do not pull, this could increase the risk of spreading the invasive plant to new areas.  

 

 

Task Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Meeting              

Bird & Fish 
Survey 

            

Beckside Plant 
Surveys  

            

Balsam Bashing  
 

       *     

Litter Picking  
 

            

Tree Planting 
season  

            

Organised 
Walks  

            

Training  
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Information and resources  

Beckside plant survey  

Gathering this information about beckside plants is important, it will help us to see where certain 

species are found and where we might need to focus on improving the beck, whether that’s additional 

planting or removal of invasive species like Himalayan balsam.  Beckside plants provide many benefits 

which include: 

• Creating habitat for associated species and 

increasing biodiversity.  

• Providing food for fish and aquatic insects 

• Protecting banks from erosion 

• Providing a green corridor linking fragmented 

and isolated habitats - which species can move 

along 

• Providing a buffer zone to protect water from 

nutrient pollution 

• Slowing the flow of water during heavy rainfall 

events 

• Providing aesthetic amenity  

 

 Key native species include: 

• Golden saxifrage 

• Meadowsweet 

• Pendulous sedge  

• Great willowherb 

• Kingcup or Marsh marigold  

 

 

These key native plants have been chosen as they are easily identifiable and provide great wildlife 

benefits.  

 

 Key non-native invasive species include: 

• Himalayan balsam 

• Japanese knotweed  

• Giant hogweed   

 

 

Identification Of beckside plants 
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Golden saxifrage  
(Chrysoplenium oppositifolium) 

Identification 

Opposite-leaved golden saxifrage tends to grow in 

creeping matts. It has a square stem and blunt-toothed, 

paired leaves (alternate-leaved golden saxifrage's 

alternate, as its name suggests). Unlike most saxifrages, 

it has no petals and only eight stamens. 

Habitat 

By streams, in boggy woods, on wet mountain ledges. 

Wet, shady places. This wildflower is fond of acid 

soil whilst its alternate cousin prefers alkaline ground. 

Best time to see 

When it flowers March-May. 

 

Meadowsweet  
(Filipendula ulmaria)  

Identification 

Meadowsweet displays a 'froth' of creamy-white 

flowers, densely packed together in flower heads that 

sit on erect stems. Its dark green leaves are divided into 

pairs of leaflets and have silvery undersides. 

Habitat 

By freshwater and in wetlands, grasslands, heathland 

and moorlands.  

Best time to see 

When it flowers June-September. 
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Pendulous sedge  
(Carex pendula) 

Identification 

Pendulous Sedge has long, yellowish-green leaves and 

arching stems that carry the yellow, catkin-like flower 

spikes, which can be up to 2.5cm long. 

Habitat 

Found by freshwater and wetlands but also in 

woodlands, towns and gardens.  

Best time to see 

You can see it from January to December, but flower 

spikes appear from May to July. 

 

Great willowherb  
(Epilobium hirsutum ) 

Identification 

Great Willowherb is a tall plant that is covered in soft, 

downy hair. Its small, purple-pink flowers have creamy 

centres, and the lance-shaped leaves sit opposite each 

other on the stems. 

Habitat 

Found by freshwater and wetlands but also in towns 

and gardens.  

Best time to see 

July to August  
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Kingcup or Marsh marigold  
(Caltha palustris) 

Identification 

Marsh-marigold is a large buttercup-like flower that 

grows in wet places. It has very large, rounded, 

scalloped leaves. 

Habitat 

Found by freshwater and wetlands but also in 

woodlands, towns and gardens. 

Best time to see 

March to July. 

 

Himalayan Balsam  
(Impatiens glandulifera) 

Identification 

Himalayan Balsam has large, pink flowers shaped like a 

bonnet; these are followed by hanging, green seed 

pods. 

Habitat 

Freshwater, wetlands, woodlands, farmland, grassland 

towns and gardens. 

Best time to see 

June to October. 
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Japanese Knotweed 
(Fallopia japonica) 

Giant Hogweed 
(Impatiens glandulifera) 

Identification 

Japanese Knotweed is a very tall plant with large 

triangular leaves, hollow, red stems that are a bit like 

bamboo, and small, white, tufty flowers that appear in 

late summer and autumn. 

Habitat 

Found by freshwater and wetlands but also in 

woodlands, towns and gardens. 

Best time to see 

Can be seen all year round but flowers late summer and 

autumn  

 

Identification 

Giant hogweed is an immensely tall umbellifer (member of the 

carrot family) that displays large, white, umbrella-like clusters 

of flowers. Its hollow stem is ridged and purple-spotted, and its 

leaves are large and divided. Height: up to 5m. 

Habitat 

Found by freshwater wetlands, woodland, farmland, towns and 

gardens. 

Best time to see 

June to August  

Warning!! Toxins can cause serious, skin damage. 
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River Walkover Survey Form 

Beckside Plants  

Surveyor Information 

Name:  Address: Post Code: 

Tel/ Mobile: Email:  

 

Details of Survey 

Date Surveyed: Time:  Beck Name:  

Plant Species: 

D-Dominant  A-Abundant  F-Frequent  O-Occasional  R-Rare   
 

Plant Abundance       

Site No. 
  

Great 
Willowherb 

Meadowsweet Pendulous 
sedge 

Golden 
Saxifrage 

Marsh 
Marigold 

Himalayan 
Balsam  

Giant 
Hogweed  

Japanese 
Knotweed  

Comments 

TB1          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

When?? Surveys to be carried 

May, July and September   
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Plant Abundance       

Site No. 
  

Great 
Willowherb 

Meadowsweet Pendulous 
sedge 

Golden 
Saxifrage 

Marsh 
Marigold 

Himalayan 
Balsam  

Giant 
Hogweed  

Japanese 
Knotweed  

Comments 

TB1          
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Bird and Fish survey  

Birds and fish are fantastic indicators of how healthy the becks are. The birds selected for this survey 

are all found in and around rivers, ponds and we would expect to see them in the Addingham 4 becks 

project area. We have included brown trout within this survey, as its possible to see them when 

looking into the becks and at certain times of the year nests (Redds) can be visible. These birds and 

brown trout feed on a wide range of terrestrial and aquatic invertebrates and and require key habitats 

to thrive. Collecting data on the presence and absence of these key birds and fish will help us monitor 

the becks health.  

Identification of birds  
 

Kingfishers  

Key features – Small (16-17cm), blue and orange  

Habitats – Slow moving or sill waters  

Food – Invertebrates and fish  

Behaviours – These birds fly fast and low over water, and often sit on 

perches on the side of rivers hunting for fish.  

 

Heron  

Key features – Tall (90-98cm) bird with long legs, grey, white and black 

Habitats – garden ponds, lakes and rivers 

Food – Mostly fish, but can eat small birds, mammals (voles) and 

amphibians  

Behaviours – These birds can be standing tall looking for food or 

hunched over with their neck bent over their chest.  

 

Grey Wagtail 

Key features – Small (18-19cm) bird with a long tail, yellow under-

tail and grey upper parts.  

Habitats – fast-flowing rivers in summer and seen around farmyards 

and lowland streams in the winter.  

Food – invertebrates   

 

Image RSPB 

Image RSPB 

Image RSPB 
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Dipper 

Key features – Small (18cm) short tailed, round bird, with a white 

breast contrasting the rest of its dark plumage 

Habitats – fast-flowing rivers in summer and seen around farmyards 

and lowland streams in the winter.  

Food – invertebrates in particular freshwater shrimps  

Behaviours – Perches on rocks, bobs up and down and cocks its tail. 

 

Mallard 

Key features –The male has a dark green head, a yellow bill, is 

mainly purple-brown on the breast and grey on the body. The 

female is mainly brown with an orange bill. (51-62cm) 

Habitats – ponds, rivers and wetlands 

Food – Seeds, acorns and berries, plants, insects and shellfish 

 

 

 

 

Moorhen 

Key features –blackish with a red and yellow beak and long, 

green legs. 

Habitats – ponds, lakes, rivers and streams 

Food – Aquatic plants, seeds, fruit, grasses, insects, snails, 

worms and small fish. 

 

 

Identification of brown trout  
Key features – brown trout vary in colour but mainly they 

appear darker coloured on the top part of the body, 

fading into a lighter sandy/ silvery underbelly (picture 1). 

They have several spots along the body, sometimes with 

lighter halos around them.   

Habitats – rivers and streams. Can be found in reservoirs 

which have access to streams for spawning. Some brown 

trout will migrate out to sea to feed and return to spawn, 

these are called sea trout.  

 Food – invertebrates  

 

 

Image RSPB 

Image RSPB 

Male   Image RSPB 

Female   Image RSPB 

Female   Image RSPB 

  Image RSPB 

Picture 1. Brown trout caught in town beck  
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Looking for brown trout will be harder than looking for birds, especially when they like to hide in 

undercut banks, tree roots, rocks and logs. They do this to reduce the risk of being eaten by predators. 

When they are feeding, they are typically found in the current facing upstream catching invertebrates 

as they drift by. You might occasionally see them eating invertebrates from the surface of the water. 

We recommend that you keep a look out but don’t spend too long looking for them. 

Redd identification   
During the spawning season (October – January), when water temperature is low, and water is well 

oxygenated, perfect for incubating eggs.  Brown trout create nests called Redds, these are usually 

located in areas of gravel and free from silt. The female (hen) creates a depression on the river bed by 

turning on her side and flexing her body. The hen then lays her eggs and then the male (cock) fish 

releases his sperm (milt). The hen then moves upstream and covers the fertilised eggs with river bed 

material.  

Picture 2. Original picture (left) and annotated picture, showing a redd.   

The redd in picture is easily identifiable, being much lighter colour than the surrounding bed. 

The darker appearance is due to a fine layer sediment and algae, once this is disturbed, the 

natural colour of the substrate is exposed. This algae and fine sediment layer can quickly re-

accumulate and then it becomes less obvious and trickier to spot.  
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River Walkover Survey Form 

Birds & Fish  

 

Details of Survey 

Beck Name: Site Number: Weather: River Level: Flood / High / 
Normal / Low 

Presence (P) and Absence (A) recording within each map section 

Surveyor Information 

Name:  Address: Post Code: 

Tel/ Mobile: Email:  

 Date  Date  Date  Date  Date  Date  

  
  

                 

  P/A Number  P/A Number  P/A Number  P/A Number  P/A Number  P/A Number  

Kingfisher                        

Heron                              

Grey Wagtail                       

Dipper                         

Mallards                          

Moorhens                         

Trout             

Redds              

Additional Observations  
                        

When?? Surveys to be carried out monthly all year.  

Note Redds will be noticed between Oct to Jan 
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Structure Survey  

A structures survey has been put together to 

identify man-made structures (pipes, weirs and 

culverts) and areas of natural run-off. The 

locations of these structures and features will be 

mapped and then the idea is to monitor the 

quantity and quality of the outfall, and run-off. 

This will help us identify where sources of 

pollution are coming from and which pipes or 

points of natural run-off might be increasing 

flood risk. This could potentially lead to 

delivering work to improved water quality and 

reducing flood risk for Addingham and the four 

becks.  
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River Walkover Survey Form 

Structures Form  

Please use this form to support any information recorded on the map, take a photograph and record the grid reference, whenever possible. 

Surveyor Information 

Name:  Address: Post Code: 

Tel/ Mobile: Email:  

 

Details of Survey 

Date Surveyed: Time:  Beck Name: Site Number 

Grid Ref: Start:     

Finish:                       

River Level: Flood / High / 
Normal / Low 

Weather: 

Structure Type:  

P-Inflow Pipe N-Natural Run-off W-Weir  C-Culvert O-Other  
 

Issues    Please fill in for every issue observed,  mark the location on the map and take a photograph  

Site No. 
  

Feature Code 
& number 

Diameter (Circular) or   
Width & Height (cm)  

Bank  
Right(R)/Left(L) 

Grid Ref Photo Ref Comments 

TB1 P1 10 R SE 07451 49816 TBS1_01 Running water 
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Issues    Please fill in for every issue observed,  mark the location on the map and take a photograph  

Site No. 
  

Feature Code 
& number 

Diameter (Circular) or   
Width & Height (cm)  

Bank  
Right(R)/Left(L) 

Grid Ref Photo Ref Comments 

TB1 P1 10 R SE 07451 49816 TBS1_01 Running water 
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Health and Safety  

Risk Assessment Damage arising to individuals, property or environment as a 
consequence of undertaking tasks 

Date: 4 Becks 
Project Locations: Becks, 

surrounding areas and 
access 

Who: Stewards/Volunteers 

Personal Protective Equipment & Safety Equipment Requirements: Rubber boots or equivalent; First aid kit; suitable 
gloves; Appropriate Litter Picking Tools and Disposal Bags 

 

Risk Description Potential Impact Mitigant Net Impact H/M/L  
(See 
notes 
below) 

     

Physical Injury to Steward/ 
Volunteer 

Drowning 
Concussion 
Broken Bones 
Cuts and Grazes 
Bruises 
Strains and Muscles 

• Work only in pairs 

• Let someone else know 
where you are going if 
possible. 

• Test water depth before 
entering. 

• Only one person enters the 
water. 

• Wear suitable clothing 
clothing. 

• Use walking poles if climbing 
banks. 

• Always wear protective 
gloves, especially when 
picking litter or moving 
obstructions. 

• Individual knowledge of own 
competencies and 
capabilities 

• Litter picking and disposal 
guidance 

Given the nature of the 
possible activities to be 
undertaken, there will 
remain a residual risk of 
physical injury. Whilst the 
probability will be reduced 
significantly and is likely to 
be low, in the extreme, the 
injury could be serious.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
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• If in any doubt do not 
undertake the activities 

 

2 

 Bites/Stings • Avoid wasp nests and 
‘swarming bees’ or other 
insects 

• Avoid other animals unless 
they are deemed to be non-
aggressive 

 
 

Given the nature of the 
activities there will remain a 
residual risk of injury. 
Whilst the probability is 
likely to be low, in the 
extreme, the injury could 
be serious. 

 

 Water Diseases eg Weils • Education & Training 
Material  

 
 

Given the nature of the 
possible activities to be 
undertaken, there will 
remain a residual risk of 
physical injury. Whilst the 
probability will be reduced 
significantly and is likely to 
be low, in the extreme, the 
injury could be serious.  
 

3 

 Other Diseases –eg Lymes; 
Cellulitus; Animal excrement 
transmitted diseases 

• Education & Training 
Material 

• Wear protective clothing 

• Clean protective clothing 
thoroughly after use 

 
 

Given the nature of the 
possible activities to be 
undertaken, there will 
remain a residual risk of 
physical injury. Whilst the 
probability will be reduced 
significantly and is likely to 
be low, in the extreme, the 
injury could be serious.  
 

3 

 Weather Exposure • Avoid extreme weather 
conditions 

• Wear suitable clothing 
 
 

Low residual risk  
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 Bio Chemical Exposure • Education and Training. 

• Follow education guidelines 
and wear protective clothing 

 
 

Given the nature of the 
possible activities to be 
undertaken, there will 
remain a residual risk of 
physical injury. Whilst the 
probability will be reduced 
significantly and is likely to 
be low, in the extreme, the 
injury could be serious.  
 
 

3 

Damage/ Loss to Own 
Property 

Cost of repair/replacement Personal Cost 
 
 

Low cost of risk  

Physical Injury to 3rd Party The potential types of injury are 
similar to those that might be 
incurred by members of the 4 
Becks Project.  This would be 
due to environmental or physical 
damage caused by the Project 

• Apply the mitigants as above 

• Record and Report all 
incidents of damage so that 
corrective action might be 
taken 

• Insurance Policies 
 
 

Low level of Risk. Cost to be 
covered by Insurance 
Policies with no individual 
liability passing to Project 
Members 
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4 

Damage & cost  to repair  
Environment 

Cutting down vegetation 
Disturbing the banks when 
entering the water 
Disturbing  ‘ natural material’  
that shouldn’t be moved 
Procedures  and guidance are 
flawed  
Procedures and guidance are 
not followed 
 
 
 

• Application of above 
mitigants 

• Do not cut vegetation unless 
required to as part of a 
specific and planned 
initiative such as planting 

• Procedures and guidance 
reviewed and recommended 
by technical expert where 
appropriate  

• Integrity of stewards and 
volunteers 

• Record and Report all 
incidents  of damage  

Low level of Risk. Cost to be 
covered by Insurance 
Policies with no individual 
liability passing to Project 
Members 
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Damage & Cost to repair 3rd 
party Property 

Inadvertent trespass 
Inadequate Guidance and 
Process 
Failure to follow 

• Mapping of land ownership 
to ensure clarity  

• Obtain landowner consent 
before each activity 

• Local Knowledge 

• Record and Report all 
incidents and near misses 

• Insurance Policies 

Low Level of Risk. Cost to be 
covered by Insurance 
policies with no individual 
liability passing to Project 
Members 

5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Damage to 4 Becks 
reputation 

 • Integrity of stewards and 
volunteers 

• Obtain landowner consent 
before each activity 

• Use 4 Becks pre prepared 
material that explains the 
purpose of the project 

• Record all incidents and near 
misses 

Low probability of 
occurrence. That said a 
high-profile event may well 
damage the reputation of 
the Project and Individual 
Members. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 

 

Notes 

1 Each individual will take responsibility for assessing their own levels of skill, confidence and capability, and also to be prepared to accept the degree 
of residual risk which will inevitably present even after applying all preventative mitigants 

2 Guidance, education and possibly training to be developed 

3 This is still to be developed and delivered. General sense is that there is a very low level of awareness of potential diseases and bio hazards and how 
to safeguard oneself and that this needs to be formalised. 

4 A thorough understanding of the Insurance Cover is required to confirm the validity and cover assumed in the risk assessment 

5 Responsibility for mapping land ownership to be determined 

6 A formal recording system, together with photographic evidence where possible needs to be maintained so that landowners can be notified of 
damage. This will also support future potential claims against the Project 
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Training and Volunteer log  

Training Log  

Date  Training Activity  Time at Training  Comments 
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Volunteer log 

 

 

Date  Activity  Time Spent  Location and Beck  

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

Total Time Spent …………………………………………………… 


